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multipolar connect 570
CN 10 compartment
The community refrigerator with the digital Rieber app opening
system.

For the individual and flexible storage of food in communal catering without a classic
key, but with a Bluetooth-controlled opening function via an app, for user-assigned
compartments that can be managed centrally by an administrator.
Available in a design with 10 individual compartments with a perfect constant temperature thanks to the circulating air refrigeration. With a sturdy stainless steel internal
frame and compartments comprising removable GN containers for perfect hygiene
and easy cleaning.
Using the associated Rieber CONNECT app, the multipolar ® CONNECT can be opened digitally and shared simultaneously by several people for efficient multi-use.
As soon as the multipolar® detects the logged-on app user with their assigned compartment nearby, the LED on the top panel lights up and a beep sounds. Once the
main fridge door is opened, the compartment assigned to the user opens automatically and the dishes/food can be removed from the hygienic GN container compartment.
The 10 compartments can be easily assigned to the desired app user on the dashboard by the administrator/manager. App users can also be quickly added or removed.
Also when the small individual compartments are opened, only a fraction of the chilled
air escapes, thus saving considerable electricity and energy. With stepless temperature regulation provided by an integrated room thermostat. Also with automatic
defrosting and condensation water evaporation.
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T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
multipolar connect 570 CN 10 compartment

T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

750 x 747 x 1864 mm

Material

outside steel/white

Weight

110 kg

Connected load

240 W

Rated voltage

1N AC 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Plug type

Schuko plug (Typ A)

Cable length

2.000 mm

No. compartments

Outer housing made of galvanised steel plating, electrostatically powder-coated in white, impact resistant.
Inner chamber made of hygienic, fruit acid resistant
polystyrene.
Compartments comprising removable GN containers
made of hygienic stainless steel, completely food-safe,
odour-free and antibacterial.
Intelligent digital opening system with the Rieber CONNECT app.

10

Door hinge

right

Refrigerant

R600a

Complete opening mechanism for maintaining and opening all compartments in case of power failure/defects.
Energy-saving and high-performance chiller.

Energy consumption

786 kWh/Jahr

Power efficiency
class

D

Order number

83 02 04 20

Produces particularly little noise and low vibrations
thanks to the special bearings.
Well insulated with an all-round magnetic chamber
seal.
Control panel with an integrated digital temperature
display, including a warning function.
Easy cleaning of the smooth, easy clean, hygienic
surfaces.
Basic cleaning thanks to the removable and dishwasher-safe GN containers, after disassembling the frame
trim.
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